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Article 1 THE UNDER-VALUED VET SECTOR

By Professor Nita Temmerman (PhD)

We are hearing more and more about the ever-necessary requirement in 
today’s competitive, fast paced, technology driven society to either re-
skill or up skill. Life-long learning is no longer a slogan or an option, but 

a reality and necessity. Today’s graduates will likely change jobs up to 10 or even 
more times during their lifetime. It seems reasonable to assume that there will 
be some skill (re)training required if these job changes are to successfully occur, 
especially given the rapidity of new knowledge development.

Demand for Employees who have both Theoretical Understanding and 
Hands-on practical Know-how

We can add to that the call by employers for freshly graduated job hunters 
to have practical, vocational related skills. Employers want employees 
who have both theoretical knowledge and understanding as well as 

hands-on practical know-how and who can ‘hit the ground running’.
A large number of university courses now include some work based learning, but those 
experiences can be limited in time and breadth of experience. So where might university 
graduates turn, to gain up to date employment skills not obtained in their university 
degree?  …the Vocational Education Training (VET) Sector. 
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Bridge Building between Universities and Vocational Education

There have been articulation arrangements between the higher education and VET 
sectors for many years. However, much of the student traffic between the two sectors 
has been VET students articulating from VET to university to upgrade a qualification not 
in the other direction. 
Reverse articulation does occur, where university graduates enroll in a VET course, 
mostly in order to gain vocationally specific training. However, it is typically something 
that students who are self-motivated do on an individual basis, rather than something 
that is actively encouraged by their university.
In my opinion, there appears to be scope for much better promotion by the VET sector 

of its capacity to value-add 
to a university graduate’s 
theoretical knowledge 
base in this way and for 
universities to genuinely 
endorse this. It may not 
be and doesn’t have to be 
pertinent to all graduates. 
However, those who 
complete a ‘generalist’ Arts 
or Science degree may gain 
quite a bit by completing a 
VET course that focuses on 
specific technical, practical 
skills and provides hands-
on industry experiences.
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A Degree is no Longer an Automatic Ticket to Securing a New Position

The job selection process no longer entails submitting a written application and if 
‘lucky’, a single interview. The process now often includes psychometric testing, multiple 
interviews and completing ‘on-the-spot’ activities to evaluate prospective employees’ 
creativity and critical thinking. Employers can pick and choose and so a degree is no 
longer an automatic ticket to securing a position. It certainly advantages a graduate to 
be well rounded and have technical, practical career skills to compliment the academic, 
along with life experiences including travel and volunteer work.

Complementary Services to Support Successful Student Learning

The higher education and VET sectors offer complementary services. One is not better 
than the other - they are different. The dissimilarity extends to for example teaching 
styles, student support and services, program design and staff qualifications. The 
differences do present challenges, but in dual provider institutions that offer the full 
gamut of qualification from Certificate through to Doctorate, functioning arrangements 
have been put in place for two-way movement to occur between the sectors. 
There is still considerable scope for improved genuine cooperation to occur across 
separate institutions representative of both sectors. This of course is the challenge: 
how to overcome the labyrinth of political, institutional and ever growing bureaucratic 
issues faced by both sectors. It’s good to remind ourselves every now and then what the 
foremost role is/should be of both sectors… to support successful student learning.

Professor Nita Temmerman (PhD) 
is a former university Pro Vice Chancellor Academic and Executive 
Dean, Faculty of Education. She is currently Chair of two Higher 
Education Academic Boards in Australia, visiting Professor to Ho 
Chi Minh City Open University, Solomon Islands National University, 
as well as invited specialist with the Hong Kong CAAVQ, invited 
external reviewer with Oman Academic Accreditation Authority 
(OAAA), registered expert TEQSA Australia and published author.
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Article 2 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SYSTEM IN REPUBLIC OF 

KOSOVO
By Lumnie Mehmetaj, Consultant on Career Guidance

Almost 60% of Upper Secondary students are part of Vocational Education. There are 
a number of formal and non-formal VET providers nationwide, extending from the upper 
secondary sector to adult VET providers, NGOs, private providers and public institutions.

Main activity fields of vocational education

The Vocational Education Law 2013 identified the main activity fields of vocational 
education and training as follows: 

• development of competences and training for employment of individuals in 
accordance with occupations and their careers according to the labour mar-
ket;
• creation of general and professional culture in accordance with principles of 
lifelong learning education and economical, scientific and technological de-
velopments; 
• and recognition of the individuals competences based in occupational 
standards of the relevant level. 

TVET school in Peja, Kosovo: Project ProCarriera, Photo: Syri i Vizionit/Solidar Suisse
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Vocational Education Training in Kosovo is under the responsibility of Ministry of 
Education Science and Technology (MEST) for secondary school-based vocational 
education and under the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare (MLSW) for further 
training and retraining of the unemployed and job seekers.

Vocational training encompasses two pillars:

1. Secondary and tertiary education- participants are teenagers attending VET schools 
and Centers of Competences, training last three years (Upper Secondary Education 
(EQF 3, grades 10-12, children aged 15-18). VET schools offer also adult training 
courses.

2. Adult Education Training offered for unemployed people by Vocational Training 
Centers which are under umbrella of Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare, traing 
lasts 3-6 months.

The Ministry of Education Science and Technology in Kosovo offers the opportunity for 
collaboration between the school and enterprises. In 2013 they launched a Strategy 
for Improving Practical Training 2013-2020. There are not yet any inter-ministerial 
agreement that facilitates this collaboration and private sector involvement in policy 
design, curriculum and training design. 

Kosovo 
is landlocked in the central Balkan Peninsula (in Europe). 

Declaration of independence 17th February 2008. Kosovo (10,908 km2) serves as 
an important link in the connection between central and southern Europe, the Adriatic 
Sea, and Black Sea. The Capital and largest city is Pristina.

Population: 1,808,363 [1]

TVET school in Peja, Kosovo: Project ProCarriera, Photo: Syri i Vizionit/Solidar Suisse
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The education system in Kosovo

At present there is no higher level vocational training provision in public universities, to which 
University can be categorised as EQF level 5 . Although for some of them is required further 
investment and assistance if they are to be fully competent for this provision.
The education system in Kosovo is structured according to ISCED as follows:

Social partners

Social partners are represented in different bodies and have stake in vocational policy 
development, (drafting of curricula, programs, continuing education) and they are familiar 
with the challenges relating to skills.
Employers are more aware of the level of skills they require and ready to assist on identifying 
their future skills needs related to their business potential. 
Donor funded projects are investing on VET schools on modernisation of the formal 
education system through a Vocational and Education Training sector reform. 

Internship

Vocational students generally are sent to companies which it’s in theirs choice. This 
reflect the type of work they plan to do after graduation . For most students this is the first 
experience in real world of work.
There are open career centres in vocational schools which are contributing on increase 
number of students enrolled in VET and changing perception of VET schools as second 
choice or schools for low performers’ students.
A newly established Career guidance Centre in municipality of Prishtina is helping students 
of Vocational schools in Prishtina on finding practical traing as a measure for school to work 
transition.

Figure 1: General Structure of the Education System in Kosovo [2]
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Adult education

Adult education and training provision is still very limited in Kosovo. The Vocational and Adult 
Education and Training Laws allow public secondary schools to offer fee-based extension 

programmes for adults, and some of the vocational schools are offering adult programmes, 
which in most cases are “compensatory” provision, allowing those with uncompleted 
secondary education to return and gain the certificates that they did not get whilst attending 
school. 

Modules

Only vocational parts are modular and the general education part is subject-based, and the 
new Curriculum Framework does not directly address the issue of the qualifications that will 
be awarded on completion or part-completion of programmes. Without modularisation and 
the introduction of new assessment strategies based on modular assessment, there is little 
chance that the benefits of credit accumulation, credit transfer or recognition of prior learning 
can be realised within the current vocational education and training system.
[1] http://countrymeters.info/en/Kosovo
[2] Butler et al.2009 and update in 2015

TVET school in Peja, Kosovo: Project ProCarriera, Photo: Syri i Vizionit/Solidar Suisse

Lumnie Mehmetaj, Consultant on Career Guidance,  
Started her career as a VET teacher in a school in Peja west part 
of Kosovo. Since 2002, she works as an expert on Vocational 
Education and Training-VET, Career Guidance, Labour Market, 
Business Development with a demonstrated history working in the 
management consulting filed. She has experience on supporting 
modernization of the VET system, youth employment promotion and 
establishment of the National Career Guidance Resource Centre. 

She also has experience in managing, planning, preparing and delivering of the 
capacity building training in the field of VET, Career Guidance, and Employment. 
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Article 3 EDUCATION WITH THE WORKPLACE AS A QUALITY 

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
Education in every sense is one of the fundamental factors of development. No country 
can achieve sustainable economic development without substantial investment in human 
capital.

Education Empower People

Education enriches people’s understanding of themselves and world. It improves 
the quality of their lives and leads to broad social benefits to individuals and society. 
Education raises people’s productivity and creativity and promotes entrepreneurship and 
technological advances [1].
The role of education in facilitating social and economic progress has long been 
recognized. Education improves functional and analytical ability and thereby opens 
up opportunities for individuals and also groups to achieve greater access to labour 
markets and livelihoods. A better educated labour force is essential if we are to meet 
the labour supply requirements of faster growth. Education is not only an instrument of 
enhancing efficiency but is also an effective tool of widening and augmenting democratic 
participation and upgrading the overall quality of individual and societal life.
Education should be a means to empower children and adults alike to become active 
participants in the transformation of their societies. Learning should also focus on the 
values, attitudes and behaviors which enable individuals to learn to live together in a 
world characterized by diversity and pluralism.

Photo: Tan Victor  
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Vocational Education and Training is a Blessing.

Vocational education and training (VET) has been described in the sociological literature 
as a mixed blessing. On one hand, vocational qualifications facilitate the school-to-
work transitions of youth (safety net function of VET); on the other hand, placement into 
vocational tracks dissuades students from attending higher education (diversion function 
of VET) [2].
VET can play a 
central role in 
preparing young 
people for work, 
developing the 
skills of adults and 
responding to the 
labour-market needs 
of the economy. 
Despite this role, 
VET has been 
oddly neglected and 
marginalised in policy 
discussions, often 
overshadowed by the 
increasing emphasis 
on general academic 
education and the role of schools in preparing students for university education. It has 
also often been seen as low status by students and the general public. As a result, 
comparative policy analysis is undeveloped, and there are very limited data available, 
especially data that can be reliably compared across countries [3].

The Needs of the Economy and the Education Preference

Will the young people select the vocational education if the status increase and the 
jobs are ready? Contrary to what is often said, young people’s behaviour appears quite 
rational, even though it is based more on current situations than on a future, which is 
in any case difficult to foresee with any precision. If young people do not always follow 
conventional wisdom that there should be more vocational training, this is probably 
because this view seems not to accord with job prospects [4].
The OECD report, “Learning for jobs”, concludes that it is needed to bridge the gulf 
between learning and jobs, and to connect initial vocational education and training for 
young people more fully to the needs of the economy. In summary, this means making 
sure that provision in vocational programmes reflects fast-changing employer needs, 
as well as student preferences. It means building a foundation of basic and transferable 
skills into vocational qualifications, to reflect a world of career flux and development 
rather than one job for life. It means renewal of the career guidance profession to deliver 
active guidance for all young learners, well-informed by knowledge of the labour market 
and vocational as well as academic pathways. It means ensuring that teachers and 
trainers in vocational programmes have up-to-date industry experience. It means making 

Photo: Shane Albuquerque
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the fullest use of the workplace as a quality learning environment. It means better data, 
especially to show where learning leads to good jobs, and where it does not, and more 
consistent assessment and qualification frameworks to improve transparency of the 
system. Above all it means an effective partnership between government, employers 
and unions to ensure that the world of learning is connected at all levels with the world of 
work[3].

[1] Ozturk, Ilhan (2001). The role of education in economic development: a theoretical perspective.
[2] Valentina Di Stasio (2017) ‘Diversion or safety net?’ Institutions and public opinion on vocational education and 
training.
[3] OECD (2010), LEARNING FOR JOBS: Synthesis Report of the OECD Reviews of Vocational Education and Training 
[4] OECD (1998), PATHWAYS AND PARTICIPATION IN VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING.

Photo: Fancycrave
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Mr. Moustafa Wahba is an Egyptian Engineer with B.Sc in 
Mechanical Engineering that has contributed to the growth and 
development of TVET globally. He has contributed to the promotion 
of quality TVET delivery.
He is a self-motivated TVET & Competency Manager and has been 
working through the European Union, European Commission, 
World Bank ,and UNESCO-UNEVOC. He is a TVET Expert to 
the UNESCO-UNEVOC e-Forum and he was selected as the 
first on the list of Top 10 Contributors for 2009-2017. He has also 
been working in TVET & Competency Management Projects as 
International Expert. 

Mr. Moustafa Wahba specialized in development and implementation of Competence 
Assurance Management Systems (CAMS), delivery of both Off-the Job Technical Courses 
and Practical On-the-Job Training OJT Programmes for Labor & Workforce, development, 
implementation, assessment, internal and external verification and certification / 
accreditation of Training Systems within different sectors of industry, in general, and Oil & 
Gas Industry, in particular. 
Mr. Moustafa Wahba graduated in 1963 from Faculty of Engineering , Alexandria 
University, Egypt. He is a Competency Assurance & TVET Consultant granted the Scottish 
Qualification Authority,  Certificate for achieving the Scottish Credit and Qualification 
Framework,  and Internal Verifier Qualification. As well, He specialized in Labor & Workforce 
Development, Entrepreneurship Learning, Establishment, Management and Upgrading 
of Technical and Vocational Education and Training TVET Systems, Capacity Building 
Systems, Competency Based Education and Training Systems, Competency Assurance 
Management Systems CAMS used for Training, Internally Monitoring and Maintaining the 
Quality of Labor & Workplace Assessment.
Suggested and presented by Mr. Igberadja Serumu Igberadson
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Mr. Moustafa Wahba, Egypt 
Mobile: +201001469376                                                             
E-mail: mmm.wahba@gmail.com
Skype: moustafa.wahba41
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/profile/
view?id=110277913&goback=.gmp_82619 
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BOOK
The Case against Education: Why the Education System Is a Waste of Time and Money
By Bryan Caplan (Author)

Why we need to stop wasting public funds on education

Despite being immensely popular--and immensely lucrative―education is grossly 
overrated. 
In this explosive book, Bryan Caplan argues that the primary function of education is not 
to enhance students’ skill but to certify their intelligence, work ethic, and conformity―in 
other words, to signal the qualities of a good employee. 
Learn why students hunt for easy As and casually forget most of what they learn after 
the final exam, why decades of growing access to education have not resulted in better 
jobs for the average worker but instead in runaway credential inflation, how employers 
reward workers for costly schooling they rarely if ever use, and why cutting education 
spending is the best remedy.

Read more…(https://lucu.nkb.no/books-right-now/)

https://lucu.nkb.no/books-right-now/
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LUCUBRATE MAGAZINE

The world is changing all around us. A skilled 
population is the key to a country’s sustaina-
ble development and stability. We know that 

obtaining a quality education is the foundation to 
improving people’s lives and sustainable develop-
ment. To contribute to skill people over the next ten 
years and beyond, we must look ahead, understand 
the trends and forces that will shape our business 
in the future and move swiftly to prepare for what 
has to come. We must get ready for tomorrow 
today. We will make it possible for youth and young 
adults all over the world to gain skills they can use 
in the labour marked or to create their own jobs.  
We will make it possible for every person to have 
lifelong learning opportunities to acquire the knowl-
edge and skills they need to fulfil their aspirations 

and contribute to their societies. 

The Lucubrate project started in 2017 by NKB. 
The aim for the project is to become one of 
the world leader in knowledge transfer inde-

pendent of the country you live in. The Lucubrate 
Magazine is a part of the Lucubrate project. 
We recognize the creative power that comes from 
encouraging collaboration and innovation among a 
team of knowledgeable experts. This unique energy 
is our greatest competitive advantage in the world 
marketplace.

• Our purpose is to bring Quality Education 
and Skills Everywhere.
• Our mission is to support education for 

building skills to all kind of businesses to 
create possibilities for jobs and make a lasting 
difference to people’s lives. Globally. 24/7.
• To be the world leader in knowledge trans-

fer across all borders.
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